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A storage system that defines the extent of space, Super Erecta's revolutionary
concept was fresh and innovative from its start - nearly 40 years ago. It has
continued to evolve, with nearly 100 highly specialized accessories, aimed
at meeting the diversity of today's challenges.
Genuine Metro!
Metro created the original post-based shelving unit in 1965. Still today, Metro Super Erecta Shelving is
recognized worldwide as the most popular commercial shelving system ever.

Super Assembly

Fast & Secure

SiteSelect™ Posts with the double-groove visual guide
feature, have circular grooves at 1" (25mm) intervals and
are numbered at 2" (50mm) intervals. A patented, tapered
split sleeve (plastic or aluminum) snaps together around
each post.Tapered openings in the shelf corners slide over
the tapered split sleeves providing a positive lock. Shelf is
assembled in minutes without the use of any special tools.

Super Adjust

Super Accesibility

Easy to access

Shelves can be loaded/unloaded easily from all sides.
This open construction allows use of maximum storage
space of cube.

Super Durable

Incredible strength up to 800 lbs (365 kg)

Super Erecta shelving is available from a 14” upto 36”
width with a length available from 24” to 72”. SiteSelect
Posts are available up to 86” Stationary units hold a
maximum of 2,000 lb. (910kg). Maximum weight capacity
per shelf (48" [1219mm] or shorter = 800 lb. [364kg];
longer than 48" [1219mm] = 600 lb. [273kg]).

Easy to adjust

Shelves can be repositioned at precise
1" (25mm) increments
along the length of the
numbered posts.
Bolt levelers for the
feet compensate for
surface irregularities.

Super Design

Available in 5 finishes

Super Erecta shelving is available in a variety of finishes:
Super Erecta Brite and chrome-plated for dry storage;
Metroseal 3™ with antimicrobial product protection and
stainless steel for corrosive environments; and attractive
black epoxy for merchandising applications.

Super Mobile

Easy to move

Full choice of caster types available for mobile
applications.

Super Versatile

Easy to interchange

Super Erecta Shelf ® wire shelving can change as quickly
as your needs change. By using various accessories,
hundreds of shelving configurations become possible.

Super Service

Quick service and lead times

Our customer service will help you with al your
questions and with all the running items on stock
we can guarantee short lead times.

